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Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 49 
An administrator is configuring a new profiling policy within Cisco ISE The organization has 
several endpoints that are the same device type and all have the same Block ID in their MAC 
address. The profiler does not currently have a profiling policy created to categorize these 
endpoints. therefore a custom profiling policy must be created Which condition must the 
administrator use in order to properly profile an ACME Al Connector endpoint for network access 
with MAC address <MAC ADDRESS>? 
 
A. MAC_OUI_STARTSWITH_<MACADDRESS> 
B. CDP_cdpCacheDevicelD_CONTAINS_<MACADDRESS> 
C. MAC_MACAddress_CONTAINS_<MACADDRESS> 
D. Radius Called Station-ID STARTSWITH <MACADDRESS> 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 50 
An engineer is creating a new authorization policy to give the endpoints access to VLAN 310 
upon successful authentication The administrator tests the 802.1X authentication for the endpoint 
and sees that it is authenticating successfully What must be done to ensure that the endpoint is 
placed into the correct VLAN? 
 
A. Configure the switchport access vlan 310 command on the switch port 
B. Ensure that the security group is not preventing the endpoint from being in VLAN 310 
C. Add VLAN 310 in the common tasks of the authorization profile 
D. Ensure that the endpoint is using The correct policy set 
 
Correct Answer: C 
QUESTION 51 
An engineer deploys Cisco ISE and must configure Active Directory to then use information from 
Active Directory in an authorization policy. Which two components must be configured, in addition 
to Active Directory groups, to achieve this goat? (Choose two ) 
 
A. Active Directory External Identity Sources 
B. Library Condition for External Identity. External Groups 
C. Identity Source Sequences 
D. LDAP External Identity Sources 

 
E Library Condition for Identity Group: User Identity Group 

 
Correct Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 52 
An engineer is configuring Cisco ISE to reprofile endpoints based only on new requests of INIT-
REBOOT and SELECTING message types. Which probe should be used to accomplish this 
task? 
 
A. MMAP 
B. DNS 
C. DHCP 
D. RADIUS 
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Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 53 
A laptop was stolen and a network engineer added it to the block list endpoint identity group What 
must be done on a new Cisco ISE deployment to redirect the laptop and restrict access? 
 
A. Select DenyAccess within the authorization policy. 
B. Ensure that access to port 8443 is allowed within the ACL. 
C. Ensure that access to port 8444 is allowed within the ACL. 
D. Select DROP under If Auth fail within the authentication policy. 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 54 
Which are two characteristics of TACACS+? (Choose two) 
 
A. It uses TCP port 49. 
B. It combines authorization and authentication functions. 
C. It separates authorization and authentication functions. 
D. It encrypts the password only. 
E. It uses UDP port 49. 
 
Correct Answer: AC 
 
 
 
QUESTION 55 
An administrator wants to configure network device administration and is trying to decide whether 
to use TACACS* or RADIUS. A reliable protocol must be used that can check command 
authorization Which protocol meets these requirements and why? 
 
A. TACACS+ because it runs over TCP 
B. RADIUS because it runs over UDP 
C. RADIUS because it runs over TCP. 
D. TACACS+ because it runs over UDP 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 56 
What is a requirement for Feed Service to work? 
 
A. TCP port 3080 must be opened between Cisco ISE and the feed server 
B. Cisco ISE has a base license. 
C. Cisco ISE has access to an internal server to download feed update 
D. Cisco ISE has Internet access to download feed update 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 57 
An engineer is implementing network access control using Cisco ISE and needs to separate the 
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traffic based on the network device ID and use the IOS device sensor capability. Which probe 
must be used to accomplish this task? 
 
A. HTTP probe 
B. NetFlow probe 
C. network scan probe 
D. RADIUS probe 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 58 
What is a function of client provisioning? 
 
A. It ensures an application process is running on the endpoint. 
B. It checks a dictionary' attribute with a value. 
C. It ensures that endpoints receive the appropriate posture agents 
D. It checks the existence date and versions of the file on a client. 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 59 
What allows an endpoint to obtain a digital certificate from Cisco ISE during a BYOD flow? 
 
A. Network Access Control 
B. My Devices Portal 
C. Application Visibility and Control 
D. Supplicant Provisioning Wizard 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 60 
Which port does Cisco ISE use for native supplicant provisioning of a Windows laptop? 
 
A. TCP 8909 
B. TCP 8905 
C. UDP 1812 
D. TCP 443 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 61 
A company manager is hosting a conference. Conference participants must connect to an open 
guest SSID and only use a preassigned code that they enter into the guest portal prior to gaining 
access to the network. How should the manager configure Cisco ISE to accomplish this goal? 
 
A. Create entries in the guest identity group for all participants. 
B. Create an access code to be entered in the AUP page. 
C. Create logins for each participant to give them sponsored access. 
D. Create a registration code to be entered on the portal splash page. 
 
Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 62 
Which RADIUS attribute is used to dynamically assign the Inactivity active timer for MAB users 
from the Cisco ISE node? 
 
A. session timeout 
B. idle timeout 
C. radius-server timeout 
D. termination-action 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 63 
An organization is implementing Cisco ISE posture services and must ensure that a host-based 
firewall is in place on every Windows and Mac computer that attempts to access the network 
They have multiple vendors' firewall applications for their devices, so the engineers creating the 
policies are unable to use a specific application check in order to validate the posture for this 
What should be done to enable this type of posture check? 
 
A. Use the file registry condition to ensure that the firewal is installed and running appropriately. 
B. Use a compound condition to look for the Windows or Mac native firewall applications. 
C. Enable the default rewall condition to check for any vendor rewall application. 
D. Enable the default application condition to identify the applications installed and validade the 

rewall app. 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 64 
A network engineer must enforce access control using special tags, without re-engineering the 
network design. Which feature should be configured to achieve this in a scalable manner? 
 
A. SGT 
B. dACL 
C. VLAN 
D. RBAC 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 65 
During a 802 1X deployment, an engineer must identify failed authentications without causing 
problems for the connected endpoint. Which command will successfully achieve this'' 
 
A. dot1x system-auth-control 
B. dot1x pae authenticator 
C. authentication open 
D. authentication port-control auto 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 66 
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